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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product,
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any
agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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METALLURGY SECTION
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MM 1,,1 - Metallurev of TuballoY and Its Alloys

.Il ,rUM &1,:  A terminal report is now being written 00 the high
l         temperature annealing of tuballoys  Because of the great chemical

activity of' tuballoy at high temperatures, it was found necessary, in ,

2           order to prevent the fcrmation of a scale on tuballoy wire or powder
V-

daring heat treatment at 90000=100006, to have thc· camplc protected
by the tuballoy agetter."     A  methcd  r.,f  anenmplishing  this  has  now·been
worked outo Evidence from tuballoy wires  annealed   in  various   gas
atmospheres tended to confirm the existence of TuO and TuNo

Tuballoy-Cerium   Al.loves       The   ceriem   layers of melts containing
· Overall-amolults  of  coritan  correspondin,  to  5.5% and. 28,2%'t"vere  found     'U

t6 contain 5.4 and 806% tuballoyo most of which is present as entrapped particles.

Tuballoy-Colqmbiwn Allovp,v  Two heat treatments of sets of seven
different specimens  were  made at 6540G and 657*Co      Metallographic
examination showed that the 6540C set had transformed while the 657CC

- 0 set had not, thus proving that the transformation must occur between
·. these 'temperatures.  Ho·eever, there is some uncertainty in the
1           calibration of the thermocouple used to measate these temperatures

and the transformation can only be reported as 65506 with a possible
0                                error   of  440( o

The 1/4% columbimm sample heated at 65700 was practical* single-
phasep whereas at 65400 it was definitely two-pbasep indicating (with
results   of   a few other   treatments   of 1/1% samples) 8

1.. that the maximum solubility of columbium in alpha and
beta tuballoy is less than 0.3% above 6000C.

2.  that the beta phase probably decomposes eutectoidally

at a temperature very close to the gamma eutectoid
temperature (65506) o

A 4% columbium-tuballoy slug which had been homogenized at 10000C
and    water   quenched was canned   with an unbonded alumimim jacket   and
artificial defects were made in the center of the can. After two hours

  . .             there was no swelling, but after 4.5 hours one end of the can swelled
9,             sufficiently to jam the cooling water a.nnulus o The corrosion product
., will be examined to determine whether or not it is the kydride.

7                                                             Tu"balloy-Columbium-Zircon:i.    Al].ovft       At    the   end    of   32   days   of

testing in the steam autoclave, the corrosion. rates of the 4% Cb-4% Zr,

4% Cb=2% Zr, 2% Cb94% Zr, and 2% Cb-2% Zr compositions, homogenized and
lee irine quenched  from 10000(,METe appreciably the  sane thus indicating
that the 2% Cb alloys are as corrosion resistant as those containing 4% Cbo
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In order to determine if less than 2% Cb will produce the

necessary corrosion resistance, compositions of 1% Cb-1% Zr, 1% Gb-
2% Zr, 1% Gb-3% Zr, and 1% Cb-4% Ze, homogenized at 100000 and
quenched in iced brine B were boiled in distilled water for 531 hdurse
.The weight losses of the 1% Cb-2% Zr, 1% Cb-3% Zr and 1% Gb-4% Zr

.                compositions were less than 0.01. mg/cm /bre These low columbium
compositions are to undergo further corrosion testing in the steam

autoclave.

1,

2.1  -  Metallurev of Thorium  and Its Alloya

Th ,rium-Ber·x111]S·8;ashnD-/JJANA:  A thori,;ila alloy containing
2.11%  Be" and  0.11%  C  which had  been successfully rolled at 18000Fp

resisted corrosion in the steam autoclave for eight'days after which

it began to pit and lose weight at approximately the same rate as
unalloyed thorium, A study of the effect of carbon content and heat
treatment  on the corrosion resistance  6:e  thorium  is being planned o

.3,&   =   MetaAlurRy   of  Ber.vllium   and   I$s   Alloys
t

Ber.vlliue-Columbium  Alloyss     A  1.0  wt %<columbiuri alloy  was  ma(leo
4 ., It contained considerable amount of a primarj compound and an eutectic

of small-particles of the compound in a matrix of beryllium.  Although

 ,                                    the cast grains outlined   by   the    autectic   were    small, e:Kamination under
". polarized light revealed  very  large   grains. This alloy  was   sgmewhat

2          harder than unalloyed berylliumo
.-,

Bersllium-Silver  Alloysi   . A  10  7*  %  silver   alloy  was  made.
           It consisted bf beryllium grains with a network of a low melting

material at grain boundaries.      This   alloy  was slightly harder   than
unalloyed beryllium.

Beryllium-Thorium Alloys:  Alloys containing 205, 5, and 10 wt

% thorium have been made,  All pontained primdry Be-Th compound which

is heavier than beryllium and segregates at the bottom of the ingoto

There wES no evidence of an eutectico .:   ,
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CORROSION SECTION

SIR.FrIARY

This section has devoted its efforts during June to·termination
of its activities ando especially,.to preparation of Information

'.
6          Office reports.  Attention is directed to two compilations of memoranda

which have not been issued through the Information Officee These
,1.            compilations are entitled "Studies of Corrosion of .Aluminum at High

Temperatures"   and   "Studies   of   Corromion   of   Beryllium. n      They   were
prepared by Dro No Goldowskip and 14 copies have been distributed to

interested parties.

The disposition of property used by this section and the transfer
or  termination  of its personnel  will be completed  by  June  30,   1945.
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SUMMARY

P      3.3   - F:3»ication_of Beryllium   and Its Allovq

Iron cans have replaced the copper cans for extrusion billets..
            both at Wolverine Tube Co. and Site B.  The iron jacket alloys only

'slightly with the beryllium and can be mechanically stripped from
i                                   the   extruded   rod 9 Extrusions   have   been    m ade   at   10000 and 11000C
t'. with iron jackets without   serious   alloyingo

Attempts were made to determine if extrusions made with a
shear die ware superior to those made with 300 angle die in regard
to ductility.  So far there is no good correlation between the die
angle and the ductility of the metal.  Bendable rods were made with

=              each type of dieo  However, it was observed that the 300  angle die
required less pressure than the othero Extruded rods have been made
that could be cold bent around a 4" diameter post and which could be
twisted through more than 3600.  Cast extrusion billets of Be,
Be 40.65% Zr and Be 42% Al have been made at Site Bo The billets
were machined and pickled in HZS04 prior to canning.  The Be castings

./ were cast both in vacuum and in argon but neither was suitable for       '

extrusion because of many casting defects.  The alloy billets contained
..49

no cracks but stringers of entrapped foreign material were observed
on pickling.  Both of these alloys have been successfully extruded

f'                                   at   1000% o

The ductility of extru(led c*st billets in no way compares with,
the ductility of rod made from previously extruded material.  Castings
which are extruded cannot be bent more than 25-300 while double extruded
rods have been bent through 3600.  It is felt that cleaner billets
are necessary to obtain satisfactory material which can be dorked in a
normal fashiono

Beryllium tubing with an O.D. of 0.500" and an I.D. of 0.340"
has be'en satisfactorily extruded. The billet   used.  mas   previously
extruded at Wolverine   Tube   Co. The billet   wis jacketed   with   10   mils
of low carbon steel on the outside, inside and bottomo An extrusion
temperature of 105000 and a 30  angle die were used.

Flats 0.500n wide by 0125n thick have been extruded successfully

through a shear die.  Extrusions were made at 10000C.  Rolling of the
G          flats was attempted but so far has not been satisfactory.
'.
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